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Update on Boutte Shooting Investigation
Sheriff Greg Champagne reports that two arrests were made in connection with the shooting that
occurred on South Kinler Street in Boutte, Louisiana shortly after 10:00 p.m. on November 1,
2018. Terron Ingram was arrested and booked with one count of Obstruction of Justice. Stanley
Robinson was arrested and booked with one count of Aggravated Second Degree Battery and one
count of Felony Carrying an Illegal Weapon.
On November 1, 2018, shortly after 10:00 p.m. deputies responded to a call of gunshots in the 100
block of South Kinler Street in Boutte, Louisiana. Deputies arrived on scene and located a 26
year old male with an obvious gunshot wound. The male subject was transferred to a local area
hospital where he is currently being treated for his injuries.
One male subject believed to be the shooter was immediately taken into custody by deputies, as
well as a second male subject that was believed to be involved in the incident.
During the investigation, it was determined that the victim, a 26 year old resident of Boutte, was
involved in an altercation with Stanley Robinson, an acquaintance of the victim. During the
altercation, Robinson allegedly shot the victim. Immediately after the shooting, Ingram allegedly
attempted to hide the firearm.
This incident is still under investigation. Anyone with information is asked to contact Detective
Joseph Dewhirst of the St. Charles Parish Sheriff’s Office at (985)783-1135 or contact (985)7836807.
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